The Gazetteer of Rohtak district was first compiled
after the census report of Sir Denzil Ibbetson in 1881. It
was published in 1883-84,and was based on Mr. Fanshawe~s
Settlement Report of the district. The last edition of this
Gazetteer was published in 1910.
During the intervening period, tremendous
changes
have occurred following Independence, the partition of the
country, and the migration of people between India and
Pakistan. This volume, first in the series of revised DistricL
Gazetteers of Haryana, reflects the changes that havl'
occurred with the re-settlement of thousands of people
from West Punjab in this area.
This gazetteer is different from the last one as it has
been re-written, and is on the pattern prescribed by the
District Gazetteers Unit of the Government of India. The
chapters can be grouped into four categories, historical.
social, political and administrative.
As the partition of
the count'ry had a marked effect on this region, a separate
chapter has been devoted to 'Rehabilitation'.
Many difficulties were faced in the execution of this
work because no socio-economic surveyor
settlement
operations have been underta!-:en in Rohtak for a very long
time; the Provincial Annual Administration Reports were
discontinued; the State Archives and other repositories of
reference material were left behind at Labore consequent
upon Partition. Despite these limitations, an attempt has
been made to collect all available information up to 1966
and wherever possible to bring it up to date.

I wish to express my thanks to all those scholars,
libraries, private institutions and officials who helped me
by supplying information on various points. I thank
Dr. P. N. Chopra, Editor, District Gazetteers Unit, Ministry
of Education for his valuable suggestions; Colonel Y. L.
Khular, Director, North Western Circle, Survey of India,
for his help in the preparation of maps; Dr. Buddha
Prakash, of Kurukshetra
University, and Mrs. U. E.
Chaudhry, Senior Architect for their assistance; and
Dr. K. C. Khanna, who has given his expert help in an
unstint'ed measure.
I am grateful for the guidance and
advice given by Shri B. S. Grewal, LC.S., Financial
Commissioner, Revenue, Haryana.
Last but not least, the work that has been done by the
Editors and their assistants merits commendation. Shri
Sudarshan Kumar and Shri B. Raj Bajaj, Editors worked
hard. They have been very useful in scrutinizing the preliminary drafts and in collecting necessary material.
The Controller of Printing and Stationery, Haryana,
and the Government Press, Chandigarh, deserve my
thanks for the speedy printing of this volume.
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